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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Significance of Study 
During 1948, the Nanageinent Aides of the five housing projects 
occupied by Negroes in Atlanta, Georgia, participated in a ten session 
In-Service-Training Program. The ourpose of this study period -was to 
improve their personal skills and to study their program planning work 
with the tenants. One of the projects undertaken in this connection was 
a brief survey of the recreational interests and expressed needs of twenty 
selected families in each of the five projects. The author, then a student 
at the Atlanta University School of Social "Work was asked to prepare the 
schedule for the L.anagement Aides, and this contact stimulated the develop¬ 
ment of this study. 
Purpose of Study 
The purpose of this study was to interpret the present recreational 
program planning of the five Negro housing projects of Atlanta, Georgia, 
namely; Henry Grady, University, John Eagan, John Hope and Herndon Homes. 
This interpretation of the recreational program planning will consider the 
general objectives of the program and the methods of operation of a 
recreational program. A further purpose was to interpret the recreational 
needs felt by the tenants as they were expressed on the schedule. Finally, 
the purpose of this study was to suggest an over-all program for the five 
Negro housing projects, which would take into consideration the interests 
of the tenants studied. 
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Scope and Limitation 
/Ithough several theses have been written on various aspects of 
recreational interest and needs in the Atlanta Legro housing projects 
they were of a generalized nature and served only as background material 
for this study. This study is also limited by the fact that only a hundred 
families gave information rather than the entire projects* population. 
Information on recreational program planning for families was not available 
in literature on public housing, and records of Management Aides indicating 
methods employed were also unavailable. 
Method of Procedure 
The author of this study prepared a schedule which was filled out by 
the five Management Aides of the housing projects in February, 1948. Each 
aide selected twenty families from the five îlegro projects, making a total 
of one hundred families studied. The author of this study tabulated and 
classified the findings which were used by the Management Aides for their 
In-Service-Training class. 
Books, articles, pamphlets and theses written by students of the 
Atlanta University School of Social work were read. Interviews were held 
with Management Aides, and what records were available in the housing 
projects were studied. 
CHAPTER II 
THE RECREATIONAL PROGRAM OFFERED IN THE HOUSING 
PROJECTS DURING 1947 
About ten and a half years ago the United States Housing 
Authority was created by the United States Housing Act of 1937* 
Obviously carrying out the provision of this Federal act meant 
rapid development in housing and recreational fields. In less 
than five years a national program of publio housing and 
recreational program planning became realities 
The housing projects for Negroes in Atlanta as they have been developed 
since 1937, have maintained some type of recreational activities. These 
activities have been in line with the United States Housing Officials 
suggestions* At times the concentration of the leisure time and recreational 
activities has been in providing activities for children only. At other 
times the concern has been for providing activities for specialized groups 
such as "home women," (persons who have no employment outside of home), 
young mothers, veterans, and older men. 
Factors Affecting Recreational Program 
The nature of the facilities for recreation in the housing projects 
has been one of the determining factor in the recreation programs as well 
as two other factors, namely; the availability of the staff from either 
private or public resources and the employment situation in the Atlanta 
community. 
o 
Facilities.--In the University, John Hope Homes, were found nineteen 
^Housing for the United States after the War (National Association of 
Housing Officials), National Association of Housing, May, 1944, p. 5* 
2’ 
These two 'ousing are contiguous, consequently their facilities are 
used by all the residents, consequently they are considered here as a part 
of one center. 
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block play spaces which were equipped with slides and a few swings for the 
use of small children. These were supervised, if at all, by families in 
the block. There was also a large playground in the John Hope area which 
provided only a stadium. This playground was used for athletics, various 
team games and organized carnivals and fairs. 
In-door facilities included a small recreational room equipped for 
cooking and serving meals located in the John Hope Homes, and a large assembly 
hall in University Homes which would accommodate approximately five hundred 
persons. Additional in-door space in the University Home provided two club 
rooms, accommodating approximately twenty-thirty persons. 
Henry Grady Homes had a large o\rt-door playfield with no stationary 
equipment which was used for games of Low Organization and undirected 
athletic games. In-door space for recreation included a large assembly 
hall accommodating five to six hundred persons including a kitchen and a 
nursery school center, which at nights or weekends could be used for various 
adult clubs. 
John Eagan Homes had similiar facilities to those of Henry Grady, 
while the Herndon Homes had only a small assembly hall and a relatively 
small playfield as its total recreational equipment. 
Fersonnel.—At the time of this study each project had on its staff 
a person who was known as I anagement kide. This person was responsible 
for two types of duties. One duty was the inspection of the care of the 
equipment by the families in their respective homes. The other duty was to 
plan for and supervise the recreational activities in the projects. This 
dual responsibility consequently curtailed the time for recreational 
planning. 
Housing authorities are charged by State laws with the responsibility 
for the sound and efficient administration of the public housing 
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programs in. their localities. The interest and responsibilities 
of the Federal Government and the local housing authorities are 
not in conflict; close collaboration and mutual understanding 
between these two levels of government should prevail. At present 
the Public Housing Authority has no staff specializing in the 
community services phase of the program.! 
Part time services of an assistant aide connected with the management 
office were also available to the Management Aide. These assistants were 
all men and were responsible for some supervision of activities among boys 
and young mens' groups. One woman employee of the Atlanta Housing Authority 
was responsible for the general supervision of all the management aides' 
recreational program development or community services, as the program 
was sometimes called in the housing literature. This person had her office 
in the University Homes, and consequently, directed some teen-age activities 
for girls and boys in that center. 
Additional personnel for the development of recreational activities 
came from two other sources, these were field work students from the 
Atlanta University School of Social Work and employed staff members of 
private group work agencies such as the YkCA, YWCA, Campfire Girls, Girl 
Scouts and the Boy Scouts. 
During 1948 very little use of volunteers who were members of the 
families of the housing projects was made, except for the periods of finance 
campaign in which the housing projects had been asked to participate by 
the Atlanta community. Such campaigns as the Community Chest, the 




The in-service-trainer regarded the lack of utilization of volunteers 
in the supervision and direction of recreation as one of the weaknesses in 
1 
the program development of the management aides. 
Employment. —When the employment situation in Atlanta occupies large 
amounts of time of the heads of families as well as women the need for 
planning recreational facilities tends to demand less concern of the projeot 
officials* Moreover, when employment opportunities are available to children 
for after school jobs, the recreational planning tends to be centered in 
providing night activities only. The two session a day program of the Atlanta 
Hegro Public Schools, however, does demand some consideration for a continuance 
supervision of the large playgrounds. For where parents work and children 
are left in the home it has been reported that many of the children not in 
school for certain portions of the day pursue some recreational activities of 
2 
questionable nature. 
The Recreational Activities 
In studying the limited amount of material found on recreational program 
planning in housing projects and in analyzing the policies and practices it 
was apparent that some of the project officials considered all activities 
aside from management, recreational programs. 
While a complete list of recreational activities conducted in 
all housing projects is not significant, the record shows that 
certain types of activities develop inevitably in the course of 
community organization, the most common and popular programs in¬ 
clude outdoor and indoor games and sports, the arts, general 
purpose and special interest clubs, social parties and special 
events 
■^Interview with Miss Frankie T. Adams (Atlanta University School of Social 
Work, Atlanta, Georgia, April 12, 1948). 
^Interview with Mrs. Maggie Carter (Management Aide, University, John Hope 
Homes, Atlanta, Georgia, April 15, 1948). 
S 
United States Housing Authority, Community Activities in Public Housing, 
Government Printing Office, 1941, p. ITT * 
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The recreational activities in the housing project in this study in 
general followed the practices of other projects throughout the country. 
A brief presentation of the activities follows* 
Adult women.—In each of the housing projects classes, simple sewing 
and dressmaking had been provided by community agencies such as the Red 
Cross and the T.7CA. At irregular intervals some cooking demonstrations 
were provided by the Atlanta Gas Light Company or the Georgia Power 
Electric Company. The attendance at such activities was reported as 
generally good. The University, John Hope Homes seemed to provide a greater 
amount than the other homes of club and program activities of this nature 
to adult women. 
A tenant association which was concerned with securing funds for the 
various community services and recreational activities was in operation 
in each project. This association provided some opportunities for socializing 
and for developing greater concern for the upkeep of the project communities. 
Each project published a monthly bulletin in mimeograph form. Some 
adult women were used as reporters and assistants in the preparation of 
the bulletins. 
During 1948 the women in each housing project participated in some 
major special event. In the University Homes this special event was a 
week exhibit of antiques which came from the homes of the residents. In 
other projects the events were either street carnivals or block festivals. 
As it has been previously been mentioned adult women in each of the 
projects had been called upon to serve on general Atlanta community agencies 
finance campaigns as volunteer solicitors. 
The Atlanta Tuberculosis Association had attempted through the use of 
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field work students from the School of Social work to organize health 
councils in the five housing projects. Although a great deal of effort 
had been given to recruiting adult women, in no project was the attendance 
more than ten or fifteen adult women. 
In the Herndon Homes the attendance was exceedingly meager, not more 
than five or six persons attended regularly. Yihile the purpose of these 
councils was generally to provide information concerning the prevention 
and control of tuberculosis, it was also to discuss the general health 
program. 
Another agency which contributed to adult women activities was the 
Phyllis T/ifheatley branch of Y7;CA. This agency had a Membership Circle in 
the Grady Homes, Herndon Homes and the University Homes. These Membership 
Circles provided the members of the YiCA socializing activities such as 
teas, and small parties and also educational activities related to the 
program and purpose of the Y.'JCA. At the time of this study the most aotive 
circles were in the Herndon Homes and the Henry Grady Homes. 
Small professional staffs in these Atlanta agencies limited the extent 
of these cooperative services. 
Adult men.—The Herndon Homes, University Homes and Eagan Homes had 
attempted to organize clubs for veterans of Vkorld "Uar II. These clubs were 
a cooperative effort of the Atlanta Urban League's paid staff persons, 
and field work students from the League. The original purposes of these 
clubs were to provide information to the veterans concerning the G. I. Bill 
of Rights, the available services of the Atlanta community for veterans, 
and to further the socializing activity for the veterans.^ In no one of 
^Interview with Miss Frankie V. Adams (Atlanta University School of 
Social Lork, Atlanta, Georgia, April 12, 1948). 
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the projects was the membership extensive. In the Henry Grady project 
twenty to twenty-five men did attend the meetings regularly. 
The tenants association did provide some club participation for adult 
men, but for the most part the adult women were the most active in the 
association. 
Children and youth.—The greatest amount of recreational activities 
in all five projects was for children and youth. In each .of the housing 
projects for very young children was found some type of day care program. 
The University,John Hope, and Henry Grady Homes had two employed individuals 
each In charge of the day care program. These day care programs provided 
the usual schedule found in a play school center. At the Herndon and John 
Eagan Homes were found half-day care center, indoor and outdoor supervised 
recreational programs. A shortage of staff in these projects curtailed 
services in these areas.^ 
Clubs sponsored by Atlanta group work agencies for Scouts, Boy and 
Girl, Campfire Girls and Y-teens provided activities for an average of 
fifty to one hundred teen-age children in each project. The coverage of 
the teen-age group by these private agencies was very limited. 
A teen-age canteen in University Homes, John Eagan Homes and Herndon 
Homes reached the largest number of young people, as a regular weekly 
organized activity. 
Hass activities provided through athletics and moving pictures at 
all of the projects served all children as well as some of the adults. 
A small admission fee was charged for attendance in the canteen and 
movies to cover the cost of these activities. 
Heports and minutes concerning the actual content of the clubs, 
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organized classes, and special events were so limited that an analysis 
of the value of these activities was impossible. However, the reported 
participation and attendance indicated that the movies and the canteen 
were the more interesting recreational activities for teen-age individuals. 
T/hether or not these activities, then being offered were adequate, 
stimulated the management aides to make some study of the characteristics 
of selected families in their respective projects. 
CHAPTER III 
GENERAL SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS OP 
THE OLE HUNDRED FAMILIES 
In planning a recreational program it was deemed wise to study the 
general, social and economic characteristics of the families. Certain 
factors as age, occupations, educational achievement have bearing on the 
interests of individuals in the types of activity provided. Therefore 
these factors were studied in connection with the one hundred selected 
families. 
It was noted by the management aides that each of the families 
contacted showed interests in giving the requested information concerning 
their general characteristics. Because the housing projects were designed 
for families of low income the findings concerning education attainments 
and economic status were very similar. Table 1 shows the age distribution 
of the individuals of the one hundred selected families studied. 
TABLE 1 
AGE DISTRIBUTION OF INDIVIDUALS 
Project 
Number of Families 1 Age Distribution 
Total Under ' 12 " 21 
1 Over 
12 21 55 35 
Total 100 180 88 97 85 
Herndon 20 69 21 26 23 
John Lagan 20 50 17 20 20 
John Hope 20 44 5 23 4 
University 20 11 7 18 26 
Henry Grady 20 6 8 10 12 
Prom the total of one hundred families studied, one hundred and 
eighty individuals were under twelve years of agej fifty-eight were 
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between, twelve and twenty-one years of age; ninety-seven were between 
twenty-one and thirty-five years of age; and eighty-five were over thirty- 
five years of age. 
It can be noted from the table that the heaviest concentration of 
individuals per family ?/ere found in the Herndon, John Sagan and John 
Hope Homes, lioreover, the age concentration is under twelve to thirty- 
five. The fact that a total of 268 children and youth between zero and 
twenty-one was found in these three homes, indicates the necessity for 
the planning of recreation for young people. 
To study further the types of recreational program planning needed 
in the five housing projects, Table 2 shows the educational levels of 
the adults. 
TABLE 2 
EDUCATIQ1TAL LLVELS CF ADULTS 
Project 
Humber of Families Educational Levels 
Total ’Grammar High Jr. High College 
Total 100 49 72 34 18 
John Hope 20 46 17 4 
Herndon 20 19 15 9 6 
John Eagan 20 15 13 10 2 
University 20 23 11 10 
Henry Grady 20 9 9 4 
The adults receiving high school education were seventy-two; grammar 
school forty-nine; Junior high school thirty-four; and college eighteen. 
The schedule did not call for the grade levels in the high school, 
consequently only a relative analysis of educational attainment could be 
made. For the total of adults of the families reporting the adults in 
John Hope, Herndon and John Eagan showed the high numbers of high school 
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achievement. The educational level of University Homes seemed with its 
ten college graduates to have been generally higher than the other pro¬ 
jects. It may be noted here that this project also showed fewer children 
and youth which is generally regarded as a characteristics of families 
with a higher educational attainment.'*' 
The fact that all of the projects showed a relatively high number 
of persons of high school level should suggest the possibilities for 
many forms of recreational activities which could make use of reading 
and writing abilities. Moreover, the interpretation of programs should 
be enhanced by the educational abilities. It may be suggested to: 
Education does not stop with graduation from schoolj and with 
the shortened working day and working week in our industrial life, 
considerable leisure is available, some of which can be applied 
to self-improvement. Facilities for what has been called "adult 
education" are likely to receive more attention than in the past, 
if the new leisure continues to increase.2 
In planning recreational activities it is important to consider the 
types of occupations of the adults to ascertain their abilities to 
participate in recreation. The different types of occijpations named in 
Table 3 could be material for a detailed study in itself. The housewife 
of a family who looks after its welfare and contributes to the civic, 
social and religious life of the community is indeed "employed". Because 
of the usually heavy, and time consuming duties, these women expect real 
content in the outside of the home interests to which they may give their 
time. Table 3 revealed the occupations pursued by the adults in the one 
hundred selected families. 
George D. Butler, Introduction to Community Recreation (Eew York, 
1940), p. 65. 
Joanna C. Colcord, Your Community (liew York, 1947), p. 150. 
TYPES OF OCCUPATIONS 
Project 






wife liaids 'Clerks Nurses 
Post- ! 
man ’Clerks Waiters barbers 
Total 100 48 20 8 6 14 11 9 7 
John Eagan 20 17 5 2 1 2 3 2 
Henry Grady 20 12 5 1 1 1 1 1 
Herndon 20 6 4 1 2 7 1 3 2 
University 20 8 4 3 1 2 2 3 1 
John Hope 20 5 2 1 4 5 1 
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Of the one hundred families studied forty-eight were housewives; 
twenty maids; eight clerks and six nurses. It was further revealed from 
the varied types of occupations tabulated that practically three-fourths 
of the occupations reported in this study were engaged in by women. The 
chief occupations for women being housewives, maids, clerks and nurses. 
Postman, fourteen; clerks, eleven; waiters nine; and barbers seven, were 
the chief occupations of the male studied. The men representing the 
remaining one-fourth gave as their occupations postman, clerks, waiters 
and barbers. 
The large number of housewives in all of the projects would seemed 
to indicate the stability of the home in respect to the children and 
youth. Consequently, the author wondered why there had been so much need 
for developing child care services in each project. However, this study 
of only a hundred families was probably not inclusive enough to draw any 
conclusion concerning the general care of children. The occupations reported 
for the few adult men in the hundred families studied showed that the 
requirements of job called for a great deal of physical energy. Therefore, 
any recreational planning by the management aide would need to take such a 
factor into consideration. 
From an economic standpoint the large number of adult men employed 
as postman indicated the availability of funds for recreation. Further¬ 
more the presence of so large a number of women in the home implied that 
the economic status of the home v/as good. 
The conclusion drawn by the author concerning the general social and 
economic characteristics of the one hundred families were; educational 
attainment was generally high; the concentration in the age range was in 
16 
the children and young adult group -which is the range probably most 
interested in recreational pursuits and finally the economic status 
was secure enough to make funds available for the pursuit of recreational 
activities 
CHAPTER 17 
DEFINING RECREATION BY ACTIVITIES 
Recreational program planning cannot be defined and must not be 
interpreted in terms of the activities that are used in recreation programs; 
because the same activities in work and in education can be found in program 
planning, the purpose of each is different.^- Interpretation requires the 
application and illustration of a sound philosophy based on a complete and 
not a partial definition of recreational program planning. Carrying heavy 
packs of blankets and food, a whole group of youths and adults tread the 
foot paths of a camp trail each summer; children build sand castles and 
play hilarious games in and out of the water on the many beaches and in the 
city swimming pools; in industry workers turned out cartons of the inexplicable 
phases of industrial routine, for what? For the fun of creative effort, the 
exuberance of physical activity, the exploration of new experience or the 
joy of social contacts. This is recreation. In the time that belongs to 
2 
himself, each has chosen to do the things which give him ploasure in doing. 
As recreational program planning cannot be defined by enumerating the 
kinds of activity in which one oartioipates, neither can it be confined to 
a particular setting. It is not something to be enjoyed only by those who 
live in the usual community, going to work each day and coming home each 
night regulating their lives around the forty-hour week and the two-day 
John Egan, "Community Activities," The Journal of Housing, VI 
(August, 1347), 33. 
2 
Report of Public Housing Administration, Federal Government, 
Washington, D. C., Larch 30, 1948. 
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weekend, but rather an opportunity for "developing skills, participating 
in civic affairs, for partaking in aesthetic experience, for continuing 
1 
education and for enjoyment of nature. 
Historically, the early settlers detested idleness, yet even those hard 
working people had some leisure. However, for several oenturies social life 
remained relatively simple and popular diversions conformed to familiar 
patterns. The nineteenth century registered new developments, especially 
physical education, spectator sports, the theater and the cirous. Three 
new inventions that revoluntionized recreation, the automobile, the motion 
picture and the radio came into prominence in the early part of the twentieth 
o 
century. 
Now there is a national movement, including rural areas as well as oities, 
whioh emphasizes recreation rather than play, a program that is more closely 
integrated with education and a growing acceptance of recreation as a public 
3 
function. 
As various social ohanges have occurred in Amerioa due to war and 
depression the recreational choices of Amerioan people have changed. During 
the later part of the 1920's the Amerioan people were spending ten billion 
a year for recreation including three and a half billion dollars for 
automobile touring and pleasure use of oars, and nearly two and a quarter 
billion for commercial amusements. The bulk of the expenditure was for 
traveling and for commercial recreation.^ 
1Ibid. 
^Foster R. Dulles, Amerioa Learns to Play (New York, 1940), p. 98. 
3 
George Hjelte, The Administration of Public Recreation (New York, 
1940), p. 86. 
4 
Jesse F. Steiner, AmerieaneAt Play (New York, 1933), p. 34. 
TABLE 4 




Families Aotivity Interest 
Total 
Radio Reading Child 
care 
Visiting Llovies Clubs Cards Haps Trips 
Total 100 100 82 78 64 58 52 46 44 35 
Ilerndon 20 25 25 25 23 17 16 13 11 10 
Henry Grady 20 22 16 18 13 14 5 6 10 11 
University 20 21 19 11 16 9 14 12 8 6 
John Eagan 20 19 14 15 11 10 11 ' 4 12 5 
John Hope 20 13 8 9 1 8 4 5 3 1 
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During the depression of the 1930's, when there was a depletion of 
financial resources and an increase of leisure time, home activities in¬ 
creased extensivelyOutside activities increased slightly, especially 
those of a social and cultural nature, but commercial amusements suffered 
a noticable decline. Since 1940 and the war other profound changes in the 
2 
use of leisure have occurred. 
Likewise since the first housing project of 1937 the recreational 
program planning has been changed in relation to what was happening in the 
community as a whole. 
Expressed Activity Interest 
For the purposes of this study it was deemed wise to question the 
hundred families concerning how they spent their leisure time using only a 
few broad catagories of possible interest. 
Table 4 on page 19 gives the results of the nine current activity 
interests reported in the five Negro housing projects. Listening to the 
radio in terms of amount of time spent was given as the most outstanding form 
of leisure activity and was first in the current activity interest. Reading 
was second as a leisure activity; child care third; visiting fourth; movies 
fifth; clubs sixth; cards seventh; taking a nap eighth; and trips ninth. 
Recreation has come to mean more of the informal and spectator types 
of activities and less of the active, re-creative or creative types. The 
increased listening to the radio and the growing popularity of movies and 
other more or less passive forms of amusements are evidences of this trend. 
"'"Report of Leisure Hours of 5,000 People. National Recreational 




The findings of this study concurred with reports on activity interests of 
other housing projects in the United States, as well as Americans in general. 
Much of the leisure is spent in informal ways, such as listening to 
the radio, reading, child care, visiting, movies and in the pursuit of 
various hobbies and pastime. The greatest amount of money is expended on 
commercial amusements. The communal forms of recreation are usually the 
most constructive with active participation and creative or recreative use 
of leisure designed to enrich personality. 
A survey of the group activities in existing low-rent public 
housing projects reveals the following program being popular 
throughout the entire period; basketball; bowling; baseball; 
and table tennis tournaments; gardening...and game night. In 
addition to the number of clubs of a general, social nature, 
one for the purpose of developing a special hobby was organized. 
Adult men and women as well as teen-agers and older youth have 
initiated clubs.^ 
Because many of the clubs which the families reported they attended as 
adults were sponsored cither by the churches to which they belonged or by 
the initiative of the families themselves, the author noted the position 
of interest. From conversation with field work students and management 
aides it was discovered that there were large numbers of small social 
groupings in each of the projects among adult women called "clubs." The 
programs of these clubs were not generally known, however, many of them 
were called "Thrift and Christmas Savings Clubs." Any Saturday and Sunday 
edition of the local Atlanta iTorld would verify the existence of many such 
clubs in the general community. 
In a broad sense recreational activities, at least from the standpoint 
United States Housing Authority Community Activities in Public 
Housing, Government Printing Office, 1941, p. 11. 
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of organization, may be broadly classified into three or possibly four, 
main types, with subdivisions thereof; (l) the spontaneous and semi- 
organized as found in homes and in informal groups; (2) the recreation 
provided by voluntary organizations, principally for members, such as 
athletic and social clubs,fraternal orders, labor organizations and similar 
groups; the commercial enterprises organized for profit to provide amuse¬ 
ment and entertainment, principally for spectators, or to deal in commodities 
required in leisure; and the governmental and non-governmental forms of 
community recreation.^" 
It may be noted from the expressed activity interest that the range 
of the families activity was not particularly wide. It is quite probable 
that the large number of housewives contributed to the high position of 
radio listening. 
As a possible guide toward ascertaining program areas in which the 
families might be interested questions were asked concerning a need for 
special help. Table 5 revealed the expressed need for special help of the 
one hundred families studied. 
TABLE 5 
EXPRESSED NEED FOR SPECIAL HELP 
Project 








Total 100 42 37 33 29 
Herndon 20 17 20 13 21 
John Eagan 20 11 5 4 
John Hope 20 8 4 3 3 
University 20 3 4 44 
Henry Grady 20 3 4 





Jesse F. Steiner, op. oit., p. 50. 
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Table 5 revealed the results of the four categories expressing the need 
for special help. In expressing this need, child care was first; home 
making second; cooking third; and health education fourth. There has 
been a tremendous increase in expressed need for help in child care both 
all day and after school, home making; cooking; health education and sewing. 
Closely related with the expressed need for special help was the amount 
of time that could be given toward securing the desired help. An analysis 













Total 100 27 14 11 6 
Herndon 20 8 2 4 3 
University 20 6 3 3 1 
Henry Grady 20 6 3 2 1 
John Eagan 20 5 4 2 1 
John Hope 20 2 2 
1 
“ 
Because the data varied so widely it was not possible to ascertain an exact 
amount of time available for pursuing the expressed needs for special help. 
However, a study of the separate schedules showed an average of fifty-eight 
hours a v/eek being the amount of time which twenty-two of the individuals 
said they were willing to teach their specific talent. This amount of 
available time could likewise be used by the individuals in the pursuit of 
their special need for help. 
A further comparison of the talents which individuals said they would 
be willing to teach showed that the available talents were not in line with 
24 
the major expressed needs for help. Twenty people had a talent for teaching 
sewing and music. 
Participation in Church Activities 
The study of the one hundred families showed that attending church 
and the activities of the church were major interests of the families. Of 
the adults reporting, a total of ninety-six individuals belonged to church 
and thirty-eight individuals attended Sunday School, twenty-five persons 
attended classes and clubs. Of the children a large number attended Sunday 
School. The concentration of church membership was in the Baptists 
denomination. 
This church membership and attendance have significance to the' manage¬ 
ment aides in terms of the choice of activities which they may develop for 
the tenants. Since many Atlanta llegro Baptist Churches still do not accept 
dancing as a part of good Christian behavior. 
Several of the housing aids reported that the providing of activities 
such as dancing and card playing were still held ill favor by some of the 
tenants due to their religious beliefs. 
The areas of program planning in which the individuals desired special 
help could he met by a greater use of volunteers who had skills and talents 
and available time. Furthermore the data of this study indicated a need 
for the utilization of local radio time and also for an enrichment of the 
various housing projects bulletin. The fact that moving pictures were 
generally attended by adults and children and youth also seemed to be an 
additional resource for meeting the expressed interests and needs. 
There seemed to be no demand for the actual organization of further 
club activities, but rather a greater utilization of individually sponsored 
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clubs as well as church sponsored clubs as avenues for pursuing educational 
and recreational activities. 
In line with the housing authority materials, the author of this study 
believed that the main job for housing personnel in recreational planning 
was largely a job of coordination of community services rather than the 
initiation and development of specially planned recreational activities 
within the projects themselves. 
Home recreation seemed to need encouragement and consequently written 
materials should be made available by the projects officials to aid families 
in providing that type of recreation. Furthermore such help would be in 
accord with the families expressed desire for help with the children. 
To summarize, the federal, state, and local governments have the major 
responsibility for recreational program planning as well as all other 
community services. Therefore every effort should be made by the manage¬ 
ment aides to improve the general community. 
Local government shall be responsible for planning and for 
developing and maintaining working relationships and agreements with 
local community service agencies for the provision of recreation, 
education, health and facilities and services to meet the needs of 
the residents of the development. It shall discharge these re¬ 
sponsibilities in such a manner as to promote the maximum application 
of the resources of community service agencies in meeting these needs. 
1/ühere necessary facilities cannot be provided by local community 
service agencies, the local authority shall provide such facilities 
as a part of the development in accordance with Public Housing 
Administration minimum standards.1 
Thus, the basic principle underlying all policy relating to recreation 
as well as to other community services and activities, is that a local 
housing authority has a joint responsibility with community service agencies 
United States Housing Authority, Housing and Welfare, Government Print¬ 
ing Office, 1940, p. 1. 
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for creating and maintaining a housing development as a neighborhood of 
good standard. Local public housing authorities were permitted to make 
some expenditures for recreation and other community service but are not 
permitted to budget funds for personnel or for direct leadership. The local 
housing authority is responsible for giving guidance and assistance "except 
financial" to either community service agencies or tenant groups or both, 
with the objective of achieving maximum use of the facilities, services, 
and programs. The objective of this joint planning is to assure that the 
families in which the public housing development is situated receive the 
same benefits of overall planning and services regularly available to 
other sections of the community.^ 
D. 
■'"Report of Public Housing Administration, Federal Government, Washington, 
C., March 30, 1948. 
CHAPTER Y 
SUGGESTED OYER-ALL RECREATIOIIAL PROGRAM 
This much can he apparent to an observer of community life in 
housing projects. People, projects and communities differ, these differences, 
are reflected in the programs offered by and for the families. Underlying 
these local variations, however, is a fundamental purpose common to all 
families and groups throughout the country. "They purpose to give real 
meaning to the American way of living by enjoying family and community life 
to the greatest possible extent."■*" 
With the conclusions drawn in the previous chapter in mind, the author 
of this study has undertaken the task of suggesting an over-all recreational 
program. 
Because the general public recreational planning had not been adequate 
for the Uegroes of the city of Atlanta, and because of inadequate facilities 
and insufficient personnel of the private agencies, some recreational 
planning in the housing projects continued to be essential. 
A well rounded recreational program would first of all consider the 
age groupings, the educational levels, and the occupational interests, 
and also the ramifications of personality development, such as socialization, 
creativity, and leadership. Moreover the underlying philosophy of our 
democratic society should also be considered in the recreational program 
planning. 
Suggestive Activities of Children and Youth 
While at the time of this study the greatest amount of recreational 
^United States Housing Authority, Community Activities in Public Housing, 
Government Printing Office, 194.1, p. 11. 
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program development was devoted to children and young people; there were 
some areas of personality development overlooked. The general collecting 
tendencies of teen-age persons should he given an outlet through the 
development of hobby clubs such as photography, victory gardens, nature 
study collecting stamps, articles and scrapbooks. 
Greater emphasis on creative activity might be made through the 
providing of space and equipment. The most common forms of recreation 
activity in which this urge finds expression are the arts and crafts. 
Creative activity maires clear the important part which the desire for 
self-expression, through creation, plays in the recreation life of people. 
As a matter of fact, the degree to which the creative spirit is present 
in any activity determines to a large extent whether it is a dull or a 
vital experience.^- 
Since the general Atlanta public school libraries facilities were 
meager soiae reading and discussion club activities would extend the 
cultural development of children and youth. These activities might be 
combined with dramatics. The mass activities in the five housing projects 
need to be given greater supervision by trained individuals. At the time 
of the study practically all the activities of children and youth were 
being supervised by volunteers who had little to offer save the desirable 
quality "willingness". This author would suggest that all volunteers 
utilized for any form of supervision should be provided with some training 
2 
in the essential skills of group leadership. Some of the agencies such 
"'’George D. Butler, Introduction to Community Recreation (hew York, 1940), 
p. 195. 
2 
M. H. Neumeyer, and E. S. Neumeyer, Leisure and Recreation (Hew York, 
1936), p. 314. 
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as the Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts do give extensive volunteer training 
courses prior to assigning volunteers to groups. 
Further development in all club and organized groups of a democratic 
point of viev; is a real need among the young peoplo. This type of help 
in democratic philosophy and understanding may he provided the young 
people through permitting their participation in the planning, direction, 
and support of their own recreational programs. 
The life for Negro youths in a southern community such as Atlanta, 
offers few opportunities for self expression, and for freedom of movement 
and choice. Consequently the club life for youth should attempt to off¬ 
set these lacks. Furthermore considerable individual and group counseling 
on vocational choices, sex-re1ations, homemaking, health, religious values 
and racial appreciation was needed. Some health topics were being discussed 
in the youth center, such as the control of tuberculosis and venereal 
disease. 
Adult Women.--The tremendous interest in child care along with the 
amount of time spent in this connection and the fact that much of the 
women's work was homemaking suggested some programs which might be used 
in connection with already organized clubs. The author has called the 
following series of activities the house beautiful series. In this series 
would be discussion and demonstration on interior decorating, menu planning, 
sewing and care and maintenance of household equipment. 
Two of the housing officials, where electrical equipment or gas 
equipment were installed had reported considerable damage to the equipment 
and waste of the utility. As previously reported in this study experts 
from the local utility concerns offered free courses occasionally. 
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In all of the Home3, exoept University, small garden plots joined 
each family unit, consequently a part of a series would include discussion 
of gardening topics. All of the projects have some yard space and the 
general upkeep and preservation of these yards have been a source of con¬ 
cern of all the management aides. 
The interest in radio has stimulated the author to suggest the possible 
organization of radio listening groups. The purpose of these groups would 
be to stimulate the interest of adults in a variety of radio programs. 
While the study did not indicate the oontent of radio listening the fact 
that most of it was done by housewives would verify the concentration of 
interests in the so-called "Soap Operas." Moreover, the expressed interests 
in various child oare program and home making programs would suggest the 
possibility of use of local radios for furthering these types of concerns. 
In the past year new short distance radios have been developed which have 
permitted the use of much Negro talent on the air. It would seem wise that 
the persons responsible for recreational planning would concentrate some 
of their attention on developing participants for the radio. 
Some general planning of family night programs whioh would include 
not only the adult woman but all members of the family was a major need 
in the projects. This type of activity would tend to weld the families 
together, and would also off-set the complaints by one housing manager, that 
the children all stayed out late and the divorce rate was exceedingly high 
in his project.* 
Adult men.—The available time of adult men and the occupations pur¬ 
sued greatly limited and handicapped the recreational planning activities 
Statement by Housing Manager, Herndon Homes, Atlanta, Georgia, 
personal interview, May 14, 1947. 
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in the housing projects, nevertheless definite steps should be taken 
to provide activities of an athletic tournament nature for weekends and 
holidays. Further strides should be made toward the enlightenment and 
encouragement of veterans to pursue their various rights under the G. I. 
Bill. Another study made by a student of the Atlanta University School 
of Social VJork of "On-the-job Training" participated in by veterans 
showed a very limited participation in two of the housing projects. The 
fact that veterans were loosing these opportunities should be off set 
by providing the information and counseling during the veterans leisure 
time. Some of this could be done when movies are presented and some of 
it could be done through the project bulletin boards and monthly 
publications. 
In conclusion the author does not claim that the suggested activities 
in this chapter are inclusive, nevertheless these seemed to be areas to 
which further thought should be given by the project management aides. 
Handicaps 
Management aides were handicapped by their dual load of responsibilities, 
by the lack of financies, by the shortage of prepared volunteers and by 
the general lethargy of many of the residents in making available their 
personal skills and resources for recreational program planning. 
The tendency on the part of the many mothers and fathers to regard 
recreation as a superficiality both of child life and adult life limited 
the general participation in any type of community recreation. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
YJhen individuals are released from work they are compelled to do, 
they seek amusements they can enjoy. Usually these individuals do not put 
forth much effort to find pleasurable activities, but accept what ever is 
at hand. In evaluating the present recreational program planning in the 
five Negro housing projects, the major areas of mutual concern were, the 
interpretation of program planning, the general objectives of the program 
and the methods of operating a recreational program an interpretation of 
the felt recreational needs expressed by the tenants on the schedule and 
to suggest an over-all program which would include the interest of the 
tenants studied. 
Theses written on various aspects of recreational interest and needs 
in the Atlanta Negro housing projects served only as background material 
for this study. This study was limited by the fact that only one hundred 
families gave information instead of the project's entire population, and 
records of management aides were unavailable. 
A prepared schedule was used which was filled out by the five manage¬ 
ment aides who selected twenty families from the five projects making a 
total of one hundred families studied. The findings were tabulated and 
classified and were first used by the management aides for their in-service 
training class. 
Every program director knows that adequate program planning is an 
essential part of good program interpretation. Equipment for recreation 
in housing projects has been one of the determining factors in program 
planning as well as the availability of the staff from either private or 
public agencies and the employment situation in the community. 
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An analysis was made of the age distribution, educational level of 
adults, types of occupations; also current interests, expressed need for 
special help and time expenditure. 
Available information studied showed that of the one hundred families 
only 2.38 were under twelve years of age and not over twenty-one years of 
age; 1.82 were twenty-one years of age and over thirty-five years of age. 
High school education was first, grammar school second, Junior High School 
third and college was fourth. 
In the types of occupations for women, housewives were first, maids 
second, clerks, third, and nurses fourth; for men postman first, clerk 
second, waiters third, and barbers fourth. 
In analyzing the current activity interest which included nine activities, 
radio was first, reading second, child care third, visiting fourth, movies 
fifth, clubs sixth, cards seventh, taking a nap eighth and trips ninth. 
Child care was first for the expressed need for help, home making 
second, cooking third; and health education fourth. Only one current activity 
namely, child care was expressed in the need for help and was at present 
insufficiently met. Of the seventy-eight per cent having current interest 
in child care, forty-two per cent expressed the need for special help. 
Along with the other needs of the housing projects the need of an 
over-all recreational program planning was indicated by the one hundred 
families studied. Good recreational activities planned by private and public 
organizations would utilize this interest, showing the relationship of the 
families in the housing projects and the families in the community. Recreation¬ 
al program planning would he better understood as a result of this type of 
interpretation. 
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In arriving at these conclusions consideration was given to the 
tremendous pressure under which federal, state and local, public and private 
officials were working to develop adequate recreational program planning 
for families in the housing project. 
There is a growing acceptance of recreation as a vital necessity by 
political, public, and private leaders of the country. There is a 
corresponding new public interest in providing recreation facilities for 
both adults, children, youths and the family as a whole. 
To summarize .these mutual concerns were indicated throughout this 
study: (l) lack of recognition of the need for better recreational program 
planning for all members of the families; (2) lack of developing a general 
standard of prograta planning which would include public and private 
organizations; (3) lack of knowing the community relations within the 
families of the housing projects and (4) the lack of interpretation of better 
program planning between, local and private agencies and the families in 
the housing projects. 
Program planning for recreation or long-range planning as some prefer 
to call it has received considerable attention. It is difficult to predict 
what direction this interest will take, and the planning for the anticipated 
need is beset with many difficulties, but the trends in recreation indicated 
in this study point to an increase of leisure, the continued popularity 






Number under 12  12-21  21-35 over . 
Education: 
Parents: Grammar Junior High High College 
Type of Employment  
Name of Church you Attend  
Are You a 1'ember of the Church You Attend?  
Do You Attend Adult Classes? . 
Do You Attend Sunday School? . 
Do You Attend Clubs? , 
How Much Time a Leek do You Give to Church bork'’  
When You Are Off from Work What do You Like to do for Recreation? 
Take a nap Amount of time 
Read books Amount of time 
Listen to radio Amount of time 
Play with young children Amount of time 
Go to movies Amount of time 
Visit neighbors Amount of time 
Make trips Amount of time 
Attend clubs Amount of time 
Play cards Amount of time 
Do You Have a Special Talent?  
What Musical Instruments Do You Play?  
What Musical Instruments Do You Have? ‘ 
Would You Be Willing to Teach Your Talent to a Group? 
Name age Amount of time available  
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Do You Like to Speak? 
Do You Deed Special Help in Cooking? Home leaking Activities 
Health Education Others 
IVhat Kind of Activities LouId You Like to See Going on in the Housing 
Units ?  
In V.liat Forms is Recreation Provided for Adults in the Housing Units? 
a. Are volunteer workers used?  
b. Iiow trained and supervised?  
Lhat Lay 3e Described as Special Interest Groups for Adults in the Housing 
Units? 
a. Example: garden clubs, radio amatures club, 
camera club and others  
Have There Been Special Art or Arts and Crafts Exhibits During the Past 
Year Sponsored by Some Adult Club?  
Are Handicraft Activities Available in the Housing Units?  
Have Any of Them Put on Exhibits or Shows During the Past Year  
Does the Program Promote Special Interest Groups? 
a. singing sewing cooking home making 
health  
Does the Program Include a Mother’s Club  
Does Public, Private Agencies or Both in your Community (such as churches, 
community centers, ’’Y's") provides recreational opportunities for adults 
in the form of social ami hobby clubs, sewing, cooking and homemaking 
clubs  
Are There Commercial Public Recreation in or Hear Your Community  
■What Portion of the Program is Devoted to Child Care?  
Does the Program Include Health Education Programs?  
a. Tihat health topics have been supplied by lectures  
literature  sketches . 
Does it Appear that Any of the Serious Heeds of Childhood Are Hot Being Let 
in the Program?  
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What Plans Are Being Promoted to Extend Recreation Facilities when They 
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